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a b s t r a c t

A computerized tomography (CT) procedure is presented for reliable image recovery from limited data
with the aim to improve depiction of the inner profile. Proposed strategy focuses on attaining
(a) accuracy and reliability of the reconstructed properties like the shapes, sizes and densities, and
(b) stability in presence of noise by optimally choosing various reconstruction parameters pertaining to
smearing and grid size. Sensitivity analysis is performed with different grid types and their spatial
resolutions. Generalized spatial smearing is proposed to alleviate artifacts due to the presence of non-
participating pixels. Best results are obtained when an optimal smearing window size (w.r.t. the l2 norm)
is employed. The proposed procedure is tested successfully for limited view data from both, the cyber
domain and real world. It is observed that (i) explicit smearing is essential in limited data cases and
(ii) optimal smearing parameters exist along with an interval of confidence within which reconstruction
results can deemed to be reliable. We recommend using explicit optimal smearing for improved and
reliable recovery from limited data. The contribution herein can be employed in the development of
miniature CT setups for application where collection of full data is not possible.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Computerized tomography (CT) is a non-invasive imaging tech-
nique employed to recover the internal details of an object.
Amongst the inverse Fourier transform and iterative methods
[1,2], the latter facilitate more acceptable results with datasets
having relatively less number of rays/detectors or projections. These
cases are often categorized into limited detector tomography (LDT)
or limited view tomography (LVT) [3,4]. Practical circumstances, e.g.,
size of an object or tomographic setup impose limits on the number
of sensors/detectors, where both cases (LVT and LDT) may occur.
Such cases are termed here limited detector and view tomography
(LDVT). Small ratio of detector aperture to diameter of the object
does not allow using large number of detectors at times. Limited
view tomography cases: (a) o3601 rotation and (b) less number of
rotations with full 3601 view, have been discussed before in
literature [1,5]. Combining these cases may present situations when
projection data can be highly sparse [3–7]. Tomography modalities
using CCD sensors such as X-ray and optical tomography are free
from these problems but cannot be employed in all applications.

Gamma ray, ultrasound, and electrical impedance tomography
techniques, as alternative modalities, are under development [6].

A uniform mesh, e.g. square pixel grid (SPG) follows conventional
discretization criteria. Nodes are located uniformly and their popula-
tion is obtained by a criterion that ensures consistency in the system of
equations. For LDVT cases, these norms provide diffused inner
distribution in reconstructed image [3]. It thus behooves to improve
a fixed meshing technique with better discretization parameters, e.g.,
higher number of pixels/nodes and their locations, and/or the inter-
polation method to retrieve properties at non-nodal locations [8].
Square pixel grid (SPG) and grids based on structured/unstructured
Delaunay triangulation (DTS/DTU) are widely used in the imaging
world [3,9]. Discretization parameters for the projection intersection
(PI) grid [3] (briefly discussed later) are user independent.

1.1. Motivation

The effort herein is to examine sensitivity of various grids (SPG,
DTS, DTU and PI)1 for comparatively higher grid ratio (GR) that goes
beyond the conventional criteria by combining the best option with a
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robust solution technique. Effect of the grid resolution on solution
techniques is studied via simulation and verified on real data.
Conventionally, smearing is performed by (a) shifting the detector
between projections during the scan by certain (usually half) pixel
width or/and (b) averaging the recovered variable under a certain
size of mask. This latter case is discussed here. Quantification of
user independent optimal smearing parameters against increment
in grid resolution is explored. This step is convoluted with variables
during the reconstruction phase. Any improvement, in reliability and
accuracy in reconstruction, is expected to add towards development
of a compact CT scanner for limited data cases where full data
cannot be collected. A compact CT scanner, designed for constraints
such as (a) detector size, (b) restricted budget, and (c) installation/
application at remote location has advantages of (a) easy handling,
(b) operation at comparatively low power and (c) flexibility to
transport, etc. There is substantial demand in laboratory as well as
industrial situations for such compact size CT scanners. Immediate
application would be real time estimation of void fraction inside
power plants having dense distribution of flow channels, slurry
profile detection at oil industry and deep earth explorations
(fracking) [6]. Study can be extended further for small size medical
CT scanners, once the compact CT designs are improved and
standardized. Secondary application may involve man power train-
ing in academic environment.

1.2. Organization

The maximum entropy method (MaxenT) is chosen for this
mix-and-match exercise with these grids. Optimization is achieved
using a derivative of quasi-Newton scheme [3,13]. Iterative meth-
ods such as Multiplicative algebraic reconstruction techniques
(MART) require computational experience of handling the tuning
parameters (for example initial guess, stopping criterion and
relaxation factor) [1,8,14,15]. This method (MaxenT) is less sensi-
tive for such algorithm parameters [3]. The following section
discusses the definitions of solution techniques and interpolation
aspects associated with the grids. A smearing operator, similar to
the Gabor 2D filter function, is convolved in the discretization
space [10–12] and discussed in Section 3. Optimal size of the
smearing circular mask is quantified via an empirical strategy w.r.t.
to minimum error as the grid resolution increases. The outcome of
this analyses over synthetic data (Section 4) is validated on real
world data in Section 5.

2. Algorithm

Framework of an iterative tomography algorithm can be divided
into (a) discretization step and (b) solution step. Employed meshing
and solution techniques are briefly discussed in this section.

2.1. Discretization

Formulations for the weight coefficients for SPG, DTS/DTU and
PI grids appear elsewhere [1,3,9]. Significant number of inactive
pixels (unmapped pixels) surface with increase in the number of
nodes in the reconstruction grids [3]. Shape functions (employed
in DTS/DTU) provide more involved interpolating relationship
between the image and data spaces. They help to diminish the
occurrence of inactive pixels with comparatively higher values of
GR. However, the effect of inactive pixels cannot be alleviated
entirely, even when interpolating shape functions are used.
Number of inactive pixels increases significantly with further
refinement in grid size. PI grid is preferred in later reconstruction
exercises as inactive pixels do not appear and also, the grid

resolution is fixed and dependent solely on the number of
projection rays and views used to extract the LVDT sparse data.

2.2. Reconstruction methods

Entropy maximization (MaxenT) is combined with the SPG,
STU, STS and PI grids for increasing number of nodes in case of the
former three. MaxenT is modified further by convolving a smear-
ing operator in-between the iterations (Section 4.1). A circular
smearing mask is used whose radius R is chosen via empirical
exercises. The modified approach is termed as sMaxenT. Optim-
ality of smearing parameters is also addressed in Section 4.1.
Implementation details are discussed elsewhere [3].

3. Smearing and improvements in the reconstruction
algorithm

Conventionally, a filter window of 2� 2 or 3� 3 pixels is used
in case of SPG. This grid is made of square elements (termed as
pixels) with constant width. Grids with triangulated elements,
however, do not have a repetitive pattern. Consequently, a square
smearing window is not useful. A generalized function, similar to
Nadaraya–Watson estimator (Eq. 1) is used herein [12,17–19]. The
smearing parameter γ and radius R help to generate numerous
smearing options. Sensitivity analysis is performed for (a) values of
the smearing radius R between 10�40% of the cross-section
diameter and (b) values of γ between 0.1–2.6. This comprehensive
approach is fairly liberal and captures a wide range of spatial
filters. An empirical unbiased strategy is developed (Section 4.1) to
choose an optimal filter w.r.t. least RMS error in reconstruction. It
is helpful to estimate the best possible mask size for a given grid
resolution. The effect of smearing on all secondary densities f j over
primary ones f i reduces with distance dij between the ith and jth
nodes (Fig. 1). The smeared density f̂ i corresponding to f i is
determined using the following operator:

f̂ i ¼
P

j s:t: dij rRf j R�dij
� �γ

P
j s:t: dij rR R�dij

� �γ ð1Þ

Empirically optimized values (corresponding to minimum l2 norm)
of smearing radius R and exponent γ are expected to yield good
results in reconstruction. The modified iterative algorithm is illu-
strated in a flow diagram in Fig. 2.

4. Simulation

Definitions for the weight coefficient differ with various inter-
polation techniques. To generate a phantom, average of the synthetic
projection data by all four grids (DTS, DTU, SPG and PI) is taken to
eliminate bias. It is observed that maximum and minimum density
levels from these grids are approximately the same. Synthetic data
must have sufficient information if fineness in the process of
recovery is to be examined. One cannot expect good reconstruction
results with a 40� 40 pixels grid, if synthetic data itself is generated
by, say a 9� 9 pixel grid. This becomes an important aspect for
limited data cases. We find, for this setup geometry, that a phantom
of 60� 60 pixels contains sufficient information as the RMSE in
reconstruction for a given grid size saturates beyond this level.
Reconstruction error for 9� 9 pixel mesh is calculated while
increasing the discretization level of the synthetic line integral. The
circular cyber image Phantom1 (Fig. 3a) has four features (two
different size off-centered circular regions, one rectangular and one
square shaped high density impregnations) within which the linear
attenuation/function value is 1. The surroundings have the value 0.
Another synthetic image, Phantom2 (simulation in Fig. 3b) has binary
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color variation that may represent a cross-section of a pipe contain-
ing a steady two phase flow with this specific sparger design. The
smallest circle has diameter equal to the pixel-width of the grid
ðObject Diameter=3600Þ in Phantom2. Red in the color scale signifies
the high density phase while blue signifies low density values.
Subsequent sub-sections here describe sensitivity analysis of the
grids with solution techniques.

4.1. Empirical determination of smearing parameters

It is now assumed that both R and γ are independent variables.
We apply a sensitivity approach to determine the best possible
values, Ropt and γopt . The two smearing parameters are varied
sequentially (keeping one constant and varying second) using an
interleaved loop. An example is shown in Fig. 3(a). Smearing
exponent γ is varied between 0.2 and 2.6 for R¼ 0:8. A minimum
error level (RMSE¼0.14) is achieved for γ ¼ 0:8. It is noticed that
reconstructions with γ ¼[0.6, 1] have distinct (less diffused) bound-
aries. Sharp boundaries diffuse gradually as this filtering plateau
ends. The reconstruction, though, still identifies the shape and size.
We construe that for a given R, sharpness of the edges and shapes of
the inner profiles (features or voids) is influenced by γ. It is however
not to imply that sharp boundaries imply better reconstructions.
Similar behavior can be demonstrated varying the smearing radius R
for fix value of γ. Increment steps for both parameters are taken as
0.06 testing a total of 57� 57 combinations. Mean value of recon-
structed density function and RMSE are plotted in Fig. 3(b). The curve
with dot markers represents the scaled values of the best exponent
γopt for a corresponding smearing radius R. A point on this curve
represents γ for each R for which the root mean square error is
minimum. These values (together) refer to the least error reconstruc-
tion. Upper and lower limits for R are set to 0.12 and 3.5. Best
combination for these parameters is expected to yield the best filter
with least RMSE in reconstruction.

4.2. Interval of reliability

Reconstruction becomes “hazy” when R and γ are increased
beyond Ropt and γopt (Fig. 3(b)). Even though this over-smearing
affects the density values and shapes adversely in reconstruction,
streaks are not introduced anywhere. Minimum RMSE of 0.11 is
obtained for Ropt ¼ 2:1 and γopt ¼ 0:95.

Application of masking (or smearing) via any random window
width/smearing radius or arbitrary values of the exponent is not
sufficient in accurately retrieving the inner profiles. Various combi-
nations of these parameters are tested and the corresponding errors
plotted. It is observed that within a certain interval of R, an “interval
of reliability or confidence” exists under which the average of4 of
the density/function values (the physical parameter under investi-
gation) is found to have the lowest, almost unvarying plateau, and
reconstruction too exhibits minimum RMS error. Reconstructed
images within such an interval are expected to be more reliable,

Fig. 1. Smearing per Eq. (1).

Fig. 2. Flow chart for the modified iterative algorithm with smearing.

Fig. 3. Empirical estimation of optimal smearing parameters Ropt and γopt :(a) Variation in smearing exponent (Phantom1), (b) variation in smearing parameter (Phantom2).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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representing the internal features of a real life object dependably.
Depiction of boundaries becomes smoother if smearing parameters
approach their upper limits. This detection capability transforms R
and γ into a smoothening tool. It is observed (for many sets of
projection data) that exponent γ varies between a narrow range of
0.7 to 1.25. We choose γopt ¼ 1.0 (corresponding to the flat region in
the corresponding curve Fig. 3b) for further analysis and apply the
modified MaxenT (ordinary MaxenT with smearing step: sMaxenT)
on DTS, SPG and the PI grids.

4.3. Reconstruction with optimal smearing

Reconstructions are performed incorporating optimal smearing
with DTS, SPG and the PI grids. This exercise is conducted with and
without the incorporation of smearing operator. Synthetic data (in
previous section) is used for simulation and final outcome of this
study is applied on real world dataset. Upper limit of the grid size is
quantified by the level that has the least root mean square error. A
comparative graph (RMS error with and without smearing steps) as
the final outcome is shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding reconstructed
images are also depicted. In case of the PI grid, Ropt¼2.1 and
γopt ¼ 0:95 are used. Based on the RMSE norm, it is observed that
incorporation of smearing improves the quality of reconstruction for
higher GR. We report that all uniform grids perform equally well for
high values of grid resolution. Saturation in RMSE is observed after
2809 nodes for SPG-sMaxenT, and 2916 nodes for DTU/DTS-sMaxenT.
Number of nodes in the PI grid is 2863 for 9 detectors�18 view setup

geometry. Irrespective of the grid type, saturation in RMSE is achieved
at approximately the same Grid Resolution (GR) or the number of
nodes. We recommend that the GR for conventional grids (SPG, DTS
and DTU) can be chosen based on the resolution of the PI grid for a
given setup geometry. This behavior is confirmed for 50 sets of limited
data instances (setup geometries and synthetic projection data). The
PI-sMaxenT combination provides the best reconstruction with mini-
mum error of 0.11. Reconstruction by SPG-sMaxenT appears sharper at
the circular boundaries when compared with reconstruction by DTS-
sMaxenT and PI-sMaxenT. The DTS-sMaxenT combination appears to
regain the shape (uniformity in circular boundaries) better than other
combinations but it over-predicts the size of the smallest circle. Shape
and size detection is best in case of PI-sMaxenT combination if we
consider RMSE to be the only criterion of performance. Over-
prediction of size and prediction of spurious features (artifacts) are
also not observed in this combination.

A review of the above options investigated indicates that sMaxenT
neutralizes the effect of grids over reconstruction process. A negli-
gible difference can be inferred due to different interpolation
techniques as well as different numbers of inactive pixels.

4.4. Filtering: control of smoothness

It is observed that 0:7r γopto1 generates sharp images, while
1rγopto1:25 reconstructs smoother version for Phantom1 and
Phantom2. Optimal smearing radius follows a decaying pattern
(Fig. 5). We hypothesize that this procedure provides an option to
explore/test all possible linear filters (mean and un-sharp masking
filters) belonging to this particular class/operator. Smoothness in
reconstruction can be controlled by making the empirical exercise
intensive i.e., limiting the range/combinations of smearing parameters.

4.5. Reliability

Empirically optimized smearing diameter (corresponding to
each point in Fig. 4) is plotted in Fig. 5. It is observed that Ropt , the
smearing radii for DTS and SPG, are almost the same (2�R¼0.5)
but for the PI grid, it is slightly larger (2� R¼2.1, see Fig. 3) for the
same grid resolution. This confirms that the choice of mask size
varies with the number of nodes.

Smearing/spatial filtering may provide an approximated smooth
solution that may differ significantly from the actual function dis-
tribution. Conventional algorithm for LDVT cases provides a diffused
reconstructed image, if number of nodes in reconstruction grid is
taken equal to number of detectors. It is inferred by Fig. 5 that the
presented empirically optimized smearing strategy itself leads to smallest
possible smearing region and encourages to use finer reconstruction grid.

4.6. Stability against signal to noise ratio

Root mean square error is plotted against signal to noise ratio
(SNR) using all four grids in Fig. 6. It is observed that in every case
of optimal smearing, the error by all four grids converge to
approximately the same plateau. Structured Delaunay grid (DTS)
shows most stable behavior when number of nodes varies against
noise. Setup geometry used contains 15 detectors. Irregular set of
projections are used with angular space at 01, 201, 301, 351 and 501.
Phantom 1 is used. The error level for severe case (SNR¼1 dB) is
around 25%. It decreases to 13% for most practical situation
(SNR¼50 dB). Inbuilt function of MATLABs is used to introduce
the Gaussian noise. We report that generalized smearing para-
meters change with level of noise in the data, adjusting for the
least RMSE reconstruction with better converged density values.
Generalized optimal smearing results in highly smoothened
reconstructed profile (Fig. 6 top right) for high noise content
(1 dB). This reconstruction image has no artifacts (streaks) except

Fig. 4. Performance by DTS, SPG and PI grid with sMaxenT.

Fig. 5. Empirically optimized mask sizes: effect of smearing saturates with fineness
in discretization.
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shape, size are significantly different and density distribution is
diffused. These characteristics can be improved by increasing the
number of combinations used in empirical exercise to find optimal
smearing parameters.

Sharpness and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) are used to quantify the
relative smoothness of an image. Definition of sharpness (Eq. 2) and CNR
or measured visual metric (Eq. 3) are defined elsewhere [20,21]. Average
of Gaussian, blurring and mean filters with varying mask size is used to
generate smoothened versions ðf imÞ of Shepp–Loganphantom (f ref ).

Sharpness¼
P

df =dx
� �2þ df =dy

� �2n o

N
ð2Þ

CNR¼ f im� f ref
σref

����
���� ð3Þ

Sensitivity of CNR and sharpness is depicted using SPG with
50� 50 pixels. It is shown in Fig. 7 that as the image gets
smoother, both relative CNR and sharpness decrease with mask
size. We note that this exercise is not a tomographic process.

Fig. 8 contains plots of these parameters for reconstructed
images corresponding to Fig. 6 with 30 dB SNR. Root mean square
error decreases with grid resolution while relative CNR and
sharpness increases slightly or remain almost constant. We infer
that as the number of nodes increases, smoothness in the
reconstructed images does not deteriorate. Stable behavior against

(a) noise and (b) optimized smearing, enhance the reliability
aspect of the reconstruction process.

4.7. Comparison with total variation minimization

Finally, this explicit smearing analysis is compared with method of
total variation minimization (TVM) in Fig. 9 [22,23]. Shepp–Logan (2D)
phantom having diffused smoothened boundaries is reconstructed. This
test case is taken from the medical imaging literature and represents

Fig. 6. Effect of noise over grids.

Fig. 7. Quantification of smoothness for an artificially smoothened image: increas-
ing mask size increases smoothness that is reflected by CNR and sharpness. Fig. 8. Smoothness measurement: optimal smearing maintains smoothness.

Fig. 9. Reconstruction of a multi-density continuous profile: sMaxenT performs well
for LDVT cases but this advantage diminishes with increase in volume of the dataset.
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“smooth” variations within the cross section as opposed to “sharp”
changes in the piecewise continuous functions reconstructed so far.
Root mean square error is plotted against the number of line integrals.
The objective is to quantitatively depict the performance of the
reconstruction algorithms for (a) increasing number of scanning projec-
tions (9–45) when only 9 detectors are taken, (b) increasing number of
detectors (9–45) when only 18 views are scanned and (c) for similar
sufficient data cases. Projection data and reconstructed image is
obtained with a 60� 60 DTS grid. It is observed that error saturates
for sMaxenT, if the number of projections is increased (9–36) keeping
the number of detectors fixed as 9. MaxenT and TVM converge with
comparable RMSE, when the number of detectors is increased (18–36)
for fixed projections (18 views).

The error in reconstruction becomes comparable as the volume
of data increases from sparse to comparatively sufficient range of
data (45 views distributed in 3601 using 45 detectors). The
proposed algorithm (sMaxenT) is employed in further discussions
due to its flexibility to control over smoothening characteristics.

5. Reconstruction from real data

A low-budget compact gamma-ray system, developed in house,
is a single gamma-ray source (16 μ Ci; Cs-137, 0.6 Mev) and has

9 NaI (Tl) detectors placed in a fan-beam geometry (details in
Section 5). This configuration results in nine rays per view.
Projections are taken for every 201 implying 18 views in full scan.
This geometry is used here for simulation purpose. Other geome-
tries included/tested are discussed in Section 4.4 corresponding to
Figs. 6 and 7. Image rendering step (data space to image space, a
back transformation) involves another interpolation for which the
inbuilt MATLABs image rendering functions is employed [16].

Each scintillator detector has its own separate multi-channel
analyzer that records radiation peaks into a computer via digital
oscilloscope. Collimators are used in front of detectors. Shielding is
not used between detector and source. Fig. 10 shows the assembly,
circuitry and schematics.

Two known cylindrical shaped objects, Specimen1 and Speci-
men2 are scanned. Fig. 11 shows (for Specimen1) the comparison
of the proposed masking strategy (sMaxenT) with MaxenT. This
specimen is made of 6 different materials (clockwise: Teflon at the
top, wood at the right, brass at the bottom, aluminum at the right
and iron in the centre position impregnated within the Perspex
base). Structured Delaunay triangulation (DTS) is used with 624
nodes. Cyber replica of Specimen1 is shown in Fig. 11(b) for the
sake of comparison. Poor reconstructions are obtained by MaxenT
with R¼ 0 and a square filter of 2� 2 pixels in Figs. 11(c) and (d).
Visual inspection suggests that reconstruction result by DTS and

Fig. 10. Detector assembly and design schematic.

Fig. 11. Reconstruction for Specimen1 having multiple density values.
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sMaxenT in Fig. 11(e) is better. Optimal smearing region of radius
(R¼1.714 mm, equivalent to a 4� 4 pixel mask size) is estimated
for sMaxenT.

Conventional and modified (optimally smeared) solution techni-
ques are tested with DTS and SPG for the second real data. Speci-
men2 with known profile is shown in Fig. 12(e). Reconstructions by
SPG-MaxenT and by DTS-MaxenT algorithms are shown in Fig. 12
(a) and (b) respectively. Grid resolution is taken as 81 nodes (the
number of detectors is 9). Reconstructions by SPG-sMaxenT, DTS-
sMaxenT and PI-sMaxenT algorithms are shown in Fig. 12 (c)–
(f) respectively. Grid resolution for these combinations is taken equal
to the upper limits achieved in Fig. 4. It is observed that sMaxenT
captures interior details better.

6. Limitations/discussion

We confirm that optimal smearing parameters exist when a circular
mask is employed with different grid types for improved reconstruc-
tion. Best results in Figs. 11(e) and 12(f) with sMaxenT are encouraging
for a real time non-destructive application for this range of sparse data
as far as the geometrical resolution and visual metrics aspects are
concerned. For conventional grids, upper limit of grid resolution is
suggested as comparable to number of nodes in the PI grid. This
criterion may not be applicable if the number of intersection points of
radiation rays in the PI grid becomes unprecedentedly large. The use of
PI grid is restricted for LDVT problems only. For large data problems,
nodes in the PI grid can be ignored via some criteria, or alternative
solutions can be explored further using adaptive framework. Estima-
tion cost of optimal smearing parameters can be high if the number of
combinations explored is increased. A better strategy may be to pose
the smearing parameters as explicit design variables. The overall
methodology offers itself as an alternative for best un-biased recon-
struction for LDVT data. A detailed study on the performance of
proposed algorithm on incomplete data is planned for future.

7. Conclusion

The present study concerns about limited view, limited detector
tomography and a combination of both cases. It is shown that the usual
norms of (a) number of pixels equals to number of detectors alongwith
(b) the square pixel grid, provide diffused and untrue depiction of
recovered parameters in limited data cases. The proposed formulation
is more flexible in terms of providing control on spatial filtering
parameters. It helps to extend the upper limit for the grid resolution
with acceptable range of reconstructions error (10% for considered
profiles). The advantage is that reconstructed image contains smoother
boundary depictions, much similar to the true profiles.

The size of an empirically optimal smearing mask depends on
discretization parameters. The optimal value of the smearing
exponent γ, can be chosen, based on experience, close to 1. The
smearing radius, in general, is related to the approximate size of the
“smallest” flaw that can be detected by the set-up. Reconstruction is
free from choice of discretization grid, if, optimal smearing is used.

Following mode of Reliable Reconstruction is proposed for real
LVT data: Reconstruction with sMaxenT can be performed with
increasing radii, R of the smearing circle. The mean of the density
values will not exhibit significant deviation for some interval in R.
The reconstructed images corresponding to this interval are likely
to represent the inner profiles of the object with some degree of
reliability. Work is in progress with regard to (a) lowering the
number of reconstruction steps to determine this interval of
reliability efficiently and (b) determine an accurate reconstruction
without the need for the user to interpret the images.

We recommend modified MaxenT (or sMaxenT) for similar
Limited View Limited Detector Tomography applications.
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